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1. INTRODUCTION
Project local event was organized in accordance with project timetable and plan on
9th November 2018. This time venue place was selected in neighboring municipality,
thus also reaching broader participant groups. Event, due to agenda was one day
event from 12.30 till 18.30. In the first part of the agenda participants were able to
know detailed programme and get brief information about the project, follow
lecture/presentation from the top specialist in Latvia with the topic – School, sport,
trauma, prevention, which was outstanding for participants as the persons who are
dealing with these kind of situations daily. Further followed presentations about
training sessions and implementation in Latvia, and there were also results
presented - Attitudes of children regarding Olympic Values. For the first time also
video about Open Tournament was presented. In the second part of the day,
discussion and validation session was organized.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT
Before the event project manager together with Jelgava District Sport centre
representatives discussed final conference and workshop’s structure, time and
participants. The aim was to invite broader participants as the results of the training
and research are important for local, regional and national level. Event was
organized exactly one month after Open tournament, this time it was settled on 9th
November taking into account that research work will be done in time, in order to be
presented. There were 29 participants present, invitation was sent to 25, however
extra interest appeared. It was decided to have 29 as the final number. Conference
moderator was project manager Gatis Kasparinskis, lecture/presentation on the
“School, sport, trauma, prevention” topic was delivered by Āris Ališauskis,
tournament was presented by Inguna Čākure and further presentations by project
manager. Discussion lead by project manager Gatis Kasparinskis and Sport centre
director deputy Inguna Čākure. Conference environment was positive and cosy.
There were also refreshments organized for participants. Participants were with
different professional backgrounds, like – project manager, financial administrator,
coaches, sport teachers, Sport centre director deputy, referees, school director,
sport event organizers, Health centre specialist, head and deputy of municipality
project department, Sport centre director, ESF project manager for sport and health,
Head of Education board, etc. This time, in a part from the first stakeholders meeting
there was no representative from HEI, as invited person could not attended the
meeting and informed about the issues the same day as the event was organized. All
the participants received certification on their participation, together with
conference memory stick (all presentations, handbook – 120 games for happy
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children, Open tournament video), umbrella with project logo and website for
dissemination results.

3. DISCUSSION & RESULTS
After project results were presented 16 participants followed discussion on the
topic. There were talks about project in general and the need to continue to
implement exactly the same methods in future for their daily work. It was also
discussed to continue the same way and to try to organize Open tournament also
next year for the purpose. Organizers would take responsibility to find financial
resources for tournament organis5rganization as trainings (majority or part of it) will
be included in the training programme. Overall attitude was positive and during the
talks it cleared out that all the sided are the same opinion that the project idea is
excellent and should be continued in all possible ways. All participants stressed that
the FAIRHAP project is interesting for them and for society. There are no irrelevant
study aspects mentioned, because project has met the aim.
Some general and joint opinion points:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Results were clear and it was possible to get information in understandable
way. Handbook is a practical tool for using it in trainings and sport classes.
Project has positive influence for sport teachers, coaches and children.
The methods are of use not only in training, but also in sport tournaments,
for consultations with colleagues.
I will use the material not only daily in sport classes but also during training
sessions as I am also coach.
There is a need to have such training sessions for different age groups.
Observation from sport teacher – children who participated in this project
have become friendlier.
It is nice, that in Latvia there are even better results from research than there
are for other partners. There are vision for another project.
Sport teachers and coaches should be also tested.
There might be joint project with children and sport teacher/coach mobility
included (International Open tournament).
Expecting the continuation for the project.
Research outcome and gained knowledge helps to work in groups.
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4. PROMOTION OF THE EVENT
There is separate articles with galleries and video in Jelgava District Municipality
official website about the tournament and final conference, video about tournament
in “youtube” channel under official municipality account. In December there is going
to be publication issued in Jelgava District news (printer newspaper in 25000 copies,
reaching every household at district)
During conference there were 2 posters about the project available, every
participant got project brochures (several for manual distribution at home
organization), all the participants received memory stick with information,
presentations about project, handbook and umbrella with project logo, EU logo and
project website.

5. CONCLUSSION
Event was evaluated with most answers “very good” in the lines – general
organization and facilities, catering, extent of expectations, opinion about speakers,
information received before and during event, agenda, technical resources used,
usefulness of the even, if the target of the event has been fulfilled.

6. PHOTOS OF THE EVENT
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